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Nomenclature

Acronym Definition

AREVA NP
ASTM
B&W
BWR
CWSR
Gd
LTP
MPa
PCI
RX
SE
U0 2
Zr-2
P
R

AREVA NP Inc.
ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials)
Babcock & Wilcox
Boiling Water Reactor
Cold Worked and Stress Relieved
Gadolinia
Low Temperature Process
Mega Pascal
Pellet-Cladding Interaction
Recrystallized
Safety Evaluation
Uranium Dioxide
Zircaloy-2
P anisotropy parameter
R anisotropy parameter
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Abstract

This supplement to the approved BAW-1 0247PA, "Realistic Thermal-Mechanical Fuel Rod

Methodology for Boiling Water Reactors," presents benchmarking and re-calibration of the

cladding mechanical models in RODEX4 for an enlarged recrystallized (RX) Zircaloy-2 database.

The only change to the modeling in RODEX4 was the addition of a model that describes the

change in anisotropy of RX Zircaloy-2 with irradiation. This model change was necessary

because the irradiation effect, while not significant for cold-worked stress-relieved (CWSR)

cladding, is pronounced for RX cladding.

The objective of this supplement is to obtain NRC approval to extend condition c. of the Safety

Evaluation to allow modeling of BWR Fuel Rods with RX Zircaloy-2 cladding.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this supplement is to extend applicability of the approved RODEX4 boiling water

reactor (BWR) realistic methodology to allow analyses with recrystallized (RX) Zircaloy-2

cladding. Currently, condition c. of the SE restricts application to only cold-worked and stress-

relieved (CWSR) cladding.

During the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission review, it was indicated that the experimental

dataset for irradiation growth and creep of RX Zr-2 cladding was insufficient and more data

wouId be needed in order to assure an adequate verification and validation of the mechanical

properties of RX Zr-2 material.

To that end, an enlarged RX Zr-2 database was prepared based on AREVA NP Inc. (AREVA

NP) operating experience with the RX Zr-2 cladding type in Europe. AREVA NP has

manufactured RX Zr-2 cladding for a number of years and has considerable irradiation

experience in BWR reactors.

The specification and manufacturing process for RX Zr-2 cladding has evolved over the years to

improve both mechanical and corrosion properties. Currently, the Low Temperature Process

(LTP) Zr-2 is AREVA's standard product, available in both the RX and CWSR metallurgical

condition. It is optimized in terms of secondary precipitates to assure high performance for

uniform and nodular corrosion. In addition, the fabrication process assures a high radial texture

(the R anisotropy factor, described herein), which confers the best combination of high strength

and high ductility as well as favorable pellet-cladding interaction (PCI) performance.

The expanded RX database has been used to re-calibrate the following models:

* Thermal creep

" Irradiation creep

* Free-stress irradiation growth

" Corrosion

The following sections describe the models along with the methods used to re-calibrate the

models and the results.

AREVA NP Inc.
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The last section describes the validation of the re-calibrated fuel code by using the free volume

dataset for RX cladding. This is a global parameter which depends on all mechanical properties

of the RX Zr-2 cladding as well as pellet properties.

The statistical application methodology for RODEX4 has not changed. Therefore, the sample

problem cases presented in the base document still serve to demonstrate the application of

RODEX4 for RX cladding.

2.0 THERMAL CREEP MODEL RE-CALIBRATION FOR RX ZR-2 CLADDING

2.1 Formulation of the unified creep-plasticity constitutive equation

The following is a brief description of the unified creep-plasticity constitutive equation used in

RODEX4. This model description follows the Theory Manual, Reference 1, and is repeated

here in order to facilitate the understanding of the re-calibration for RX Zr-2 material type.

2.1.1 Generalized stress and anisotropy coefficients

The generalized stress is defined in each point of the cladding as follows:

6g = VFr(are - Z)2 + Fe(crz - r) 2 + Fz(cr - oe) 2  (1)

where Fr, Fe and F, are the anisotropic factors, which represent the anisotropic deformation of

the cladding. These three factors are not independent, only their ratios have a physical

meaning. They can, therefore, be normalized in an arbitrary way. In the RODEX4 model

formulation "symmetrical normalization" is used, meaning that all three principal directions are

treated in the same way, as follows:

3
Fr + Fe + Fz = - (2)2

The anisotropy coefficients Fr, FE and Fz cannot be directly measured, but rather the following

two contractile strain ratios are used to define them:

AREVA NP Inc.
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R =!F-. (hoop-to-radial contractile strain ratio) (3)
Fe

p - Fr (axial-to-radial contractile strain ratio)
Fz

The contractile strain ratios are independent of the normalization of the anisotropy parameters.

The previous relations can be used to express the anisotropy factors In terms of the contractile

ratios, as follows:

,3 PR

2PR+P+R

3 P
F =2 PR+P+R (4)

F =3 R
2PR+P+R

The generalized strain that will be calculated by a given constitutive equation is distributed along

the three principal directions by the Levy-Von Mises flow equations, as follows:

k cr = •g cr [Fz (Ur- e)-Fe (z- 1r)]

agk cr = Eg cr [Fr (TO -(O -F. (or,- C01] (5)

k - eg cr [FOe(az -a(r) -Fr (ae 0z)1
ag

2.1.2 The strain rate constitutive equation

The following is the formulation used to calculate creep or plastic deformation:

[f(T)sinh(aa,) ] 2

cgthcr 2 6gth (6)
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where the temperature-dependent term is as follows:

f(T) = Kexp( .l-' (7)

with

Eth = activation energy

k = Boltzmann constant

K = proportionality constant

T = absolute temperature

(8)
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(9)

I

Mechanical tests on irradiated pieces of cladding reveal an increase of the Zircaloy yield

strength with irradiation. This phenomenon is called "irradiation hardening." The results of the

mechanical tests show that this effect can be simulated by decreasing the parameter a in

Equation 6 when the fast fluence increases, as follows:

a =ao +(al - ao)[1exp (_T ]. (10)

To = 1025 neutrons/m 2

with

ao

a1

= fast neutron fluence > 1 MeV

= value of parameter a for non-irradiated cladding

= value of parameter a for cladding irradiated at high fast fluence

2.1.3 Internally pressurized closed tube tests

In this analysis, as well as in all previous analyses, the thin wall membrane approximation was

used, which in its classical form neglects the radial stress as being less than 5% of the hoop

stress. A more detailed study has shown that this approximation is practically equivalent from

the point of view of model parameter estimation, with the calculation that accounts for the radial

stress as small but different from zero.

Therefore, the stress state can be described as:

ar =0

y Z 56-2

(11)

(12)
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Then the generalized stress of Equation 1 can be written as a function of the hoop stress, Ge,

as follows:

ag = BeCOe (13)

while the hoop plastic strain rate or strain is linked to the generalized strain by the following

relation:

so = Ae 6 (14)

where:

Be ;=1..~Fj
Ae 4

Ag F,.

= tI 8 PR+P+R

1 3R(P+2)
Be 4(PR+P+R)

(15)

(16)

With the above notations, the strain rate Equation 6 can be re-written as follows:

(17)

Moreover, after the following notations are made:

H1 = Inf(AeKt)

H2 =TO

H 4 =Q2

H = Bea.

H6 = Be (ao -a,)
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H7 = TP0

the strain rate Equation 17 becomes:

[

(18)

(19)

(20)

2.2 Model parameter determination from creep tests at different stress levels.

With the notations of the Equations 18 through 20, the internally pressurized closed tube creep

test is described by the following equation:

(21)

The above formulation is based on the thin wall membrane approximation, which usually

neglects the radial stress (which is in this approximation less than 5% of the hoop stress). This

approximation is described by relations 11 and 12.

2.2.1 Determination of H1 and H, parameters

The above description allows the relation for the evolution of the hoop strain during the creep

test of an internally pressurized closed tube to be obtained by integrating Equation 21, thus

AREVA NP Inc.
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reverting to the assumed parabolic dependency between the hoop creep strain and time, which

was the starting basis of the model.

Then the hyperbolic sin function is approximated by neglecting the term with a negative

exponent, which is small at high stress, as is the case for the creep tests modeled here, as

follows:

ex _e-x ex
sinh(x) =- 2 - (22)2 2

and finally the logarithm is applied to both sides of the equation, to obtain:

[

(23)

The temperature term is based on previous studies which is generally applicable to Zr alloy and

therefore has not been modified.

The parameters H, and H5 are determined by plotting the above relationship between

I I and ae while He is determined from the irradiation hardening data. Long term creep

test data are available at three stress levels-80 MPa, 100 MPa and 120 MPa, respectively, all

performed at 350 °C to 10,000 hrs. The average value of the left-hand side of Equation 23 is

determined (as it should be a constant) for the three stress levels separately. Then, these three

values of the left hand side of Equation 23 are fitted to a line versus the stress and the slope of

that line represents the He parameter. The y-intercept of the line is the free term in Equation 23,

and thus H1 is obtained after subtracting the temperature term.

2.2.2 Determination of the He parameter

In order to determine the H6 parameter, the axial yield values measured after irradiation are

used. In that case the uniaxial tensile test is characterized by only the axial stress being

different from zero. The axial yield stress, Yz, is estimated by using a strain rate of 0.5% min 1 ,

which is the ASTM recommended value that is typically used in tensile tests. The permanent

strain is set to 0.2%, which is the definition for the yield stress. Then, by inverting the hyperbolic

sin function, a relation is obtained for the axial yield stress.
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The steps of the derivation, as outlined above, are as follows:

(24)

with the notations below, which are the equivalent of Equations 13 and 14 for tensile test

conditions:

E;= Azsg Azat A=

Az

Be

where:

A=B~ z=(3 P(R+1) ý2
2 (PR+P+R)

Azat I

After applying logarithm to both sides, Equation 24 becomes:

sinh(AzbtHyY) =

Inverting the hyperbolic sinh function leads to the following relation:

In{' + [1 + (_)2]°.6}

AzbtHy

(25)

(26)

AREVA NP Inc.
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With the other model parameters fixed, the H6 parameter was varied until the best fit to the

measured axial yield stress values was achieved, as defined by the average sum of squares.

2.2.3 Determination of the anisotropy coefficients

The derivation of the ratio of the hoop yield stress to the axial yield stress is given in

Reference 2 and relies on the same approximation of the sinh function by the first exponential

term, as explained above for the creep test interpretation. The following relation is obtained:

YO (27)

Y, [0.25 + R/(PR + P)]o0 (

The R anisotropy coefficient is determined by mechanical tests after manufacturing, and a

median value of the most recent measurements is R = [ ].

In addition the R value can be deduced from the relationship between the R anisotropy

coefficient and the Kearns texture factor being:

R= fr
l-fr -f.

With the measured Kearns parameter values, the R value calculated by using the above

equation is about [ ], which is close to the [ ] measured value and very different from

the previous R value of [ ]. It is worth mentioning that the R to fr relationship is qualitatively

correct but it is subject to a significant scatter; therefore, the small difference is not surprising.

2.3 Results of the thermal creep calibration to RX Zr-2 material

2.3.1 Evaluation of H, and H5 parameters

The two parameters, H1 and H5, were determined as explained in Section 2.2.1, above, using

the long-term creep tests.

Figure 1 illustrates the excellent linear fit obtained for Equation 23, which allows the evaluation

of the H, and Hr parameters as indicated by the y-intercept and the slope, respectively.

AREVA NP Inc.
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The final values of H1 and H5 were established by fine tuning the long-term creep data in order

to minimize the overall difference between predictions and measurements and also to agree

with the axial yield stress values as much as possible. The values of H1 = [ ] and H5 =

[ ] were found to provide the best fit, as illustrated in Figure 2, which shows the final

result.

2.3.2 Evaluation of H6 parameter and the P anisotropy parameter

The data reported in References 3 to 5 were used to determine the H6 parameter. However, the

determination of H6 is linked to that of the P anisotropy parameter. This is because the basis for

H6 estimation is the axial yield stress of irradiated material, and P affects the value of the axial

yield stress.

In order to determine the P anisotropy coefficient for unirradiated material, Equation 27 is used

with the established value of the R parameter. The ratio Ye/Y, was calculated as approximately

[ ] by using Yz and Ye values as specified in Reference 4 (bottom of page 3) for the yield

stress at 350 °C. The Ye value is also mentioned in Reference 5 at the same temperature.

The values for unirradiated material are also confirmed by the AREVA NP qualification results of

RX Zr-2 cladding produced by AREVA NP. A similar high value of P was also determined in

Reference 6. Also, Reference 7 indicates a ratio of R/P of 0.38. When correlated with the R

value of [ ] as determined in Section 2.2.3, the result is P = [ ]. The final value inferred

from all sources was rounded off to P = [ ].

With the constant P = [ ] and H1 and H5 as determined in Section 2.3.1 above, an initial

calibration of the irradiation hardening was performed, which provided H6 = [ ] and H7 =

I ]. This is illustrated in Figure 3.

There are strong indications (such as in References 8 and 9) that irradiation causes a significant

change from the initial pronounced anisotropy of RX Zr-2 to a near isotropic behavior. This is

confirmed by the axial tensile and burst data on irradiated RX material (References 4 and 5).

In order to take into account a varying value of P, a fast fluence-dependent correlation was

developed based on both axial tensile and burst yield values.

AREVA NP Inc.
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Experimental values of the axial yield stress are only available at high fast fluence while burst

yield hoop stress values are available at low, medium and high fluences. The high fast fluence

data which are available for both axial and hoop yield stresses indicate a ratio of Ye/Yr of around

[ ], especially if the lower hoop yield values are considered, as measured on the current LTP

RX Zry-2 material.

The burst yield data are grouped around four fast fluence values: low fast fluence, less than

[ ), two medium fast fluence groups, at around[

respectively, and high fast fluence greater than [ ].

The initial value of Ye/Y, of about [ ] was used for the low fast fluence data, while values for

the two medium fast fluence groups were estimated such that the inferred tensile yield values

would fall close to the exponential trend of irradiation hardening as initially calibrated in Figure 3.

The values of [ ] and [ ] were found for the two medium fast fluence groups,

respectively, while [ ] was assigned to the high fast fluence group. The ratio of hoop-to-

axial yield values are plotted in Figure 4. An exponential fit is shown, which was mentioned

above as the expected trend with fast fluence.

The Ye/YN ratio depends on R and P (see Equation 27), and it can be solved for P, with the

known value of [ ] for R. This procedure is used to determine the derived P values by using

the exponential fit of YO/YN that was illustrated in Figure 4. An exponential fit to these values

was obtained, of the same form as for the Ye/Y= above, and it is illustrated in Figure 5.

The following relation was obtained for the P anisotropy factor dependence on fast fluence:

[ (28)

AREVA NP Inc.
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Using P that is dependent on fast fluence, it was necessary to recalibrate the irradiation

hardening parameters H6 and H7. Figure 6 shows the result obtained with the values

H6 = [ ] and H7 = [ ]. The value of H6 minimizes the root-mean-square

deviation of predictions from measurements when AREVA NP data are considered only (the

older Babcock & Wilcox data are slightly under-predicted, but the B&W material is different from

current AREVA RX Zr-2 material).

Moreover, Figure 7 illustrates the fit with the hoop yield data, which validates the estimated

variable P as determined from Equation 28.

3.0 IRRADIATION CREEP MODEL RE-CALIBRATION FOR RX ZR-2 CLADDING

3.1 Model description

The formulation of the irradiation creep model is as follows:

ýglrrcr = Kir m  (29)

In the case of a pressurized thin tube and in all cases when relations 11 and 12 are satisfied,

the previous relation can be re-written as

ýOirrl = Ae Kirr (Beao)n (m (30)

It contains the parameters Ae and B. which are functions of the anisotropy factors R and P. As

for thermal creep, it is possible to rewrite the equation so that the calculated hoop irradiation

creep will be insensitive to the choice of the anisotropy factors as long as the state of stresses is

close to the conditions expressed in Equations 11 and 12. The following definitions are used:

L, = In(A. gn K,• (31)

L2 = n

L4 = mn

AREVA NP Inc.
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The L, parameters determine completely the irradiation-induced creep correlation, and the

previous relation can now be re-written as follows:

= exp(L)DL (32)~~ B0;(2

and in the case of a pressurized thin tube:

•;!rrcr =exp(L1) ()L' (L, (33)

3.2 Re-calibration results

The latter expression does not contain the anisotropy factors R and P. The L, model parameter

can be derived from the cladding creepdown database both for pure creepdown stage at the

beginning of irradiation and before the onset of the pellet-to-cladding mechanical contact, as

well as for the "creepout" phase after the onset of the pellet-to-cladding mechanical contact

when the cladding is pushed outward by the pellet.

The result of the calibration is as follows:

[ ]

The very good agreement between calculations and measurements is illustrated in Figure 8,

which shows a best-estimate prediction over the whole burnup (fast fluence) range.

The thermal creep model is as described in Section 2.0. Note that after the initial' stage of

irradiation, cladding creep is dominated by the irradiation creep. The thermal creep component

is significant only at the beginning of irradiation. The agreement of prediction-measurement for

the lowest fast fluence data is another independent confirmation of the thermal creep calibration

reported in Section 2.0.

In addition, agreement is obtained for the creepout stage which is a confirmation of the variable

P anisotropy model that was added for the RX Zr-2 material type.
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4.0 IRRADIATION GROWTH MODEL RE-CALIBRATION FOR RX ZR-2 CLADDING

4.1 Free stress Irradiation growth model

In RODEX4 the axial, radial, and hoop growth strains during a period of time at constant

temperature are calculated as follows:

Szgr(t) = Szgr(to) + Kgr exp(ýM '-(t) c--I'(t°)
t~~ kTC• • ) •,"Io ,fJ (34)

with

Ez gr

t

to

Kgr

EM

k

T

'P

c

= axial growth strain

= time

= time at the beginning of the period

= cladding growth constant

= interstitial migration energy

= Boltzmann constant

= absolute temperature

= fast neutron fluence (> 1 MeV)

= constant = 1025

= model parameter

5

eV

eV/K

K

neutrons/m
2

neutrons/m
2

M z gr (t)
(1-3p,)

Ergr(t) = (1-3Pr)S,(t)

Fegr(t) = (- 3Pe) Ea (t)

(35)

(36)

(37)
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with

Srgr = radial growth strain

Eo gr = tangential growth strain

Pr = radial Kearns texture factor

Pz = axial Kearns texture factor

Pq = tangential Kearns texture factor

EM is the interstitial migration energy. It is used to define the temperature dependence of

Zircaloy growth. The variable EM can therefore be derived from growth measurements. The

cladding elongation measurements are consistent with a value of EM/k = 240.8 K, which

corresponds to a value of EM equal to 0.021 eV.

Then, the pre-exponential constant is written as:

Kgr = Cgr 3. 1x 10-4 (38)
0.0006

4.2 Calibration results

Consistent with previous calibration work, two parameters are subject to calibration, the c

exponent and the pre-exponential constant, Cgr. The previous thermal and irradiation creep

models are fixed as determined previously.

The results of the re-calibration for RX Zr-2 material are as follows:

c =[ ]

Cgr [ ]

The agreement between calculations and measurements is illustrated in Figure 9. Very good

agreement is obtained for the majority of the data. The slight under-prediction at low burnup is

conservative and it is due to a sub-set of the growth database, which includes mostly Gadolinia

(Gd) fuel.
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In this context, it is worthwhile recalling that the measured axial growth is the combination of

stress-free growth and axial creep due to pellet-cladding mechanical interaction. Another

loading source is the axial force exerted by the plenum spring, [

]. Therefore, the axial creep due to plenum spring axial load is inherently part of

the stress-free growth. Because the spring stress relaxes in time, the impact of the plenum

spring axial force is manifested only at low burnup. The higher than expected growth of the

gadolinia rods could be due to the lower fuel densification relative to the urania fuel. Less axial

column shrinkage would lead to a larger average plenum spring force and contribute to

increased axial creep elongation of the cladding for gadolinia rods.

5.0 MODEL PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY EVALUATION FOR THE RX ZR-2 THERMAL
AND IRRADIATION CREEP MODEL

The illustration of the model parameter uncertainty is shown in Figure 10 in the form of the

deviation of prediction from measurement. No significant systematic bias is observed for the

whole range of burnup (fast fluence).

The slight over-prediction at high burnup is conservative and is due not only to mechanical

properties of the cladding but also to fuel pellet properties.

The deviation of prediction from measurement for RX cladding is nearly equivalent to that for

CWSR cladding shown in Figure 11.

Therefore, the model parameter uncertainty will be similar on a relative basis. The uncertainty

analysis, using the same methodology as in Response 2 of BAW-10247Q3P-000, resulted in

the following model parameter relative uncertainty, expressed as lower bound (-1.645 times

sigma), nominal and upper bound (+1.645 times sigma):
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6.0 CALIBRATION OF THE CORROSION MODEL FOR RX ZR-2 CLADDING AND
EVALUATION OF ITS ASSOCIATED MODEL PARAMETER UNCERTAINTY

The RX database on cladding outer oxidation is more conservative than the CWSR database

because only [
1.

Therefore, the oxidation enhancement model parameter was estimated at [
]. The uncertainty range associated

with this corrosion model parameter was determined to be as follows:

Plant conditions create some variability in measured liftoff due to differences in water

chemistry. Also, crud deposition can lead to apparent differences in the AREVA liftoff

measurements because normal levels of crud are not easily separable from the

total liftoff. Therefore, the corrosion enhancement parameter and associated uncertainties may

need to be updated as more liftoff data are acquired for different plants or changed water

chemistry conditions. AREVA will resubmit updated corrosion parameters in the event

the values exhibit a significant general change (i.e., the upper and lower bounds change by

more than one standard deviation). Otherwise, updated corrosion parameters will be used as

needed for plant-specific application in order to provide the same or greater level of

conservatism in the methodology.

7.0 VALIDATION OF THE RX ZR-2 MECHANICAL MODELS RE-CALIBRATION BY
BENCHMARKING THE FREE VOLUME DATABASE

The free volume measurements in the hot cell after irradiation in a commercial reactor represent

a global validation of the cladding mechanical models re-calibration. At the same time, pellet

behavior impacts the free volume after irradiation such that a code global validation is obtained

for the RX Zr-2 cladding in combination with the pellet behavior.

Figure 13 illustrates the best-estimate prediction of free volume. The same good prediction is

also shown in Figure 14 where the dependency of free volume with burnup is illustrated. As
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expected, a decreasing trend of free volume with bumup is observed for both calculated and

measured values; in addition no trend or consistent bias is evident for the free volume

prediction. The lower free volume values at high burnup are associated with part-length rods,

which show an equally good prediction compared to measurements.
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Figure I Linear fit to determine H1 and H5 parameters

[

I

Figure 2 Comparison of predicted to measured creep hoop strains
during long-term creep tests of as-manufactured RX Zr-2 cladding
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Figure 3 Initial exponential fit of irradiation hardening with constant P

Figure 4 Evolution of the hoop yield to axial yield ratio with fast fluence
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[

I

Figure 5 Evolution of the P parameter with fast fluence

I

Figure 6 Final calibration of irradiation hardening with
fast fluence-dependent P
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Figure 7 Comparison of measured to calculated hoop yield values

Figure 8 Creepdown benchmarking of RX Zr-2 database
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Figure 9 Net axial growth benchmarking of RX Zr-2 database

[

I

Figure 10 Deviation of prediction from measurement for
RX Zr-2 creepdown database
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I
Figure 11 Deviation of prediction from measurement for CWSR Zr-2

I

I

Figure 12 Benchmarking of A-10 RX Zr-2 corrosion database
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[

Figure 13 Benchmarking of free volume for RX Zr-2 database

I

I

Figure 14 Free volume predictions and measurements as
a function of burnup for RX Zr-2 database
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